
Mr Sheen Regular Aero 400g

Description:

Mr Sheen Multi-Surface Polish cleans, shines and protects with 

advanced dust trap technology.

Features and benefits:

- Quickly and easily cleans away dirty marks, surface grime, food and 

drink stains, smudges, dust and dirt.

- Use on surfaces including wood, glass, mirrors, paint-work and 

enamel.

- Leaves a fresh fragrance so it's easy to keep your home sparkling 

clean and smelling fresh.

Mr Sheen® Cleans, Shines and Protects:

- Furniture & Leather

- Cupboards

- Mirrors

- Blinds

Mr Sheen's unique formula, with Advanced Dust Trap Technology, is 

proven to pick up more dust than cloth alone.

Proven to pick up more dust than 
cloth alone



Directions for use:

Shake before using. 2. Adjust nozzle to point over blue mark on lip of can. 3. 

Spray about 15cm from surface, holding can as upright as possible. 4. Wipe 

immediately with a soft, clean cloth to achieve a sparkling clean. 5. Do not 

use on floors and the inside of baths or showers as they could become 

slippery. Not suitable for unsealed or waxed wooden furniture or suede. 6. If 

uncertain of surface finish, test on an inconspicuous area first

Safety Data Information:

Safety Data Information

PRODUCT WARNINGS

Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and inhaling contents can be harmful or fatal.

CAUTION

Keep out of reach of children. Pressurised dispenser. Extremely flammable. Do not pierce or burn even after use. Protect 

from sunlight and avoid prolonged exposure to temperatures above 50°C, such as may occur in cars, or near heat 

sources such as heaters, stoves or open flames. Do not spray near or on naked flame, heat or any incandescent material. 

No smoking

Mr Sheen Regular Aero 400g

SKU Code Product Name Pack Size

7631 Mr Sheen Regular Aero 400g 400GM

Appearance: [C] Clear

Odour:

Inner Barcode (EAN): 9310045402525

Outer Barcode: 19310045976313

Country of Origin: Australia

Inner Dimensions: 259H x 66L x 66W

Inner Weight: 0.534

Inners Per Outer: 12

Outer Dimensions: 271H x 274L x 207W

Outer Weight: 6.607

Pallet Dimensions: 1234H x 1165L x 1165W

Pallet Weight: 604.988

Cartons Per Layer: 21

Layers Per Pallet: 4

Total Cartons Per Pallet: 84

ADG Classification: AEROSOL

Packaging Material:
Aerosol Can

Cardbaord

Shelf Life: 730 days

Storage information

Protect from sunlight and do not expose to temperatures exceeding 50°C


